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ABSTRACT
SELF-STABILIZING LEADER ELECTION IN DYNAMIC NETWORKS
By
Hema Piniganti
Dr. Ajoy K. Datta, Examination Committee Chair
School of Computer Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The leader election problem is one of the fundamental problems in
distributed computing. It has applications in almost every domain. In
dynamic networks, topology is expected to change frequently. An
algorithm A is self-stabilizing if, starting from a completely arbitrary
configuration,

the

network

will

eventually

reach

a

legitimate

configuration.
Note that any self-stabilizing algorithm for the leader election
problem is also an algorithm for the dynamic leader election problem,
since when the topology of the network changes, we can consider that
the algorithm is starting over again from an arbitrary state. There are a
number of such algorithms in the literature which require large memory
in each process, or which take O(n) time to converge, where n is size of
the network. Given the need to conserve time, and possibly space, these
algorithms may not be practical for the dynamic leader election problem.
In this thesis, three silent self-stabilizing asynchronous distributed
algorithms are given for the leader election problem in a dynamic
network with unique IDs, using the composite model of computation. If
iii

topological changes to the network pause, a leader is elected for each
component. A BFS tree is also constructed in each component, rooted at
the leader. When another topological change occurs, leaders are then
elected for the new components. This election takes O (Diam) rounds,
where Diam is the maximum diameter of any component.
The three algorithms differ in their leadership stability. The first
algorithm, which is the fastest in the worst case, chooses an arbitrary
process as the leader. The second algorithm chooses the process of
highest priority in each component, where priority can be defined in a
variety of ways. The third algorithm has the strictest leadership stability;
if a component contains processes that were leaders before the
topological change, one of those must be elected to be the new leader.
Formal algorithms and their correctness proofs will be given.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In this thesis, we present three silent self-stabilizing asynchronous
distribution algorithms for the leader election problem in a dynamic
network with unique IDs. Thus this research covers several domains of
distributed computing, such as mobile ad hoc networks, self-stabilizing
systems.
The leader election problem is one of the fundamental problems in
distributed computing. In static networks, this problem is to select a
process among all the processes in the network to be the leader. In this
paper, we deal with leader election in dynamic networks, where a fault
could occur, i.e., data could be corrupted, or the topology could change,
even causing the network to become disconnected. In a dynamic
network, the problem is modified slightly in the following manner: The
goal is elect a leader for each component of the network after any
number of concurrent faults.
There are several leader election algorithms for dynamic networks.
However, the only self-stabilizing solutions we are aware of are presented
in [49, 13]. The algorithm of [13] is simpler (both the pseudo-code and
proof of correctness) and more efficient in terms of messages and
message size than the solution in [49]. However, both solutions suffer
from the same drawback, which is, the use of a global clock or the
assumption of perfectly synchronized clocks. The following is quoted
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from [13]: “The algorithm relies on

the nodes having perfectly

synchronized clocks; an interesting open question is to quantify the effect
on the algorithm of approximately synchronized clocks.” One goal of this
paper is to solve the above open problem.
1.1 Contributions
Our algorithms have the following combination of features – they
are asynchronous, self-stabilizing, and silent, converge in O(Diam) time,
and use no global clock. They also use only O(1) variables per process;
however, one of the variables is an unbounded integer, meaning that if
the algorithm runs forever, the size of that integer grows without bound.
However, as a practical matter, this is of little importance, since the size
of that unbounded integer increases by at most one per step, and thus
should not overflow a modest size memory, even if the algorithm runs for
years.
All three of our algorithms elect a leader for each component of the
network, and also build a BFS tree rooted at that leader. In each case,
after a fault, each component of the network elects a leader within
O(Diam) rounds, where Diam is the maximum diameter of any
component, provided the variables are not corrupted.
The space and time complexities of our first algorithm, DLE, are
smaller than those of [13], as DLE requires fewer variables, and
converges in only Diam + 1 rounds from an arbitrary configuration,
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approximately one third the time as the algorithm of [13]. As in [13], DLE
picks an arbitrary process to be the leader of each component.
Our second algorithm, DLEP, picks the highest priority process of
each component to be its leader. Priority of a process can be defined as a
function of its ID, its local topology, or any data the process obtains from
the application layer. Since the choice of leader is not arbitrary, DLEP
should have greater leadership stability that DLE, i.e., there should be a
tendency for leaders to remain the same after small topological changes.
Our third algorithm, DLEND, ensures even greater leadership
stability than DLEP. If the network has reached a stable configuration,
and if a topological change, however great, occurs in a given step, and no
variables are corrupted, and then no fault occurs thereafter, every
component (under the new topology) will elect an incumbent, i.e., a
leader that was a leader before the topological change, if possible. In
cases where a component contains no incumbent, or more than one
incumbent, DLEND makes a choice based on priority in the same
manner as DLEP.
DLEND has an additional stability feature, which we call no
dithering. If the network has reached a stable configuration, and if a
topological change, however great, occurs in a given step, and then no
fault thereafter, then no process will change its choice of leader more
than once.

3

1.2 Outline
In Chapter 2, we give an overview of the Distributed Systems,
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), and Self-stabilizing systems.
In Chapter 3, the detailed introduction to Leader Election problem
in Dynamic networks is given and then we discuss what Link Reversal
algorithms are and why this technique is adopted for leader election
problem. In latter sections of the Chapter we discuss few LRR algorithms
like GB algorithm, TORA. In Section 3.3 and 3.4 we give a brief overview
of Non Self Stabilizing and Self Stabilizing algorithms in the literature
that are similar to our algorithms, we also mention other related work.
In Chapter 4, we discuss the algorithms that we proposed in our
thesis.
In Chapter 5 we describe DLE the first proposed algorithm for
Leader election problem, In 5.1 we give the overview of the algorithm. In
the next section we present the definition of DLE that includes the
variables of DLE, functions of DLE, Legitimate state of the DLE algorithm
and actions of DLE. In section 5.3 we explain the algorithm DLE with
sample execution. In section 5.4 we give the proofs for DLE.
In Chapter 6, we describe the Dynamic Leader election with
Priority. DLEP picks the highest priority process of each component to be
its leader. In section 6.1 we give the overview of DLEP. In latter sections
we give the definition of DLEP in which we describe the variables,
functions, configurations and actions of DLEP. In section 6.3 we explain
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the algorithm with an example computation. In section 6.4 we give the
proofs of DLEP.
In Chapter 7, we describe the algorithm DLEND. It ensures greater
leadership stability than DLEP. Then we give the overview of DLEND. In
section 7.2 we give the definition of DLEND in which we describe the
variables, functions, actions of DLEND. In section 7.3 we explain DLEND
with an example computation. In section 7.4 we give the proofs of
DLEND.
In Chapter 8, we discuss the proofs of algorithms and in Chapter
9, concludes the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Distributed Systems
A number of definitions have been proposed in the literature to
explain the meaning of distributed systems. A distributed system is a
communication network, collection of independent computers that
appears to its users as a single coherent system, and it can even be a
single multitasking computer [21]. Although the processors in distributed
systems are autonomous in nature, they may need to communicate with
each other to coordinate their actions and achieve a reasonable level of
cooperation [2]. A program composed of executable statements are run
by each computer. Each execution of a statement changes the
computer’s local memory content, hence the state of the computer.
Consequently, a distributed system is modeled as a set of n state
machines that communicate with each other. There are mainly two
models for communications between machines; message passing and
shared memory. In the message passing model, machines communicate
with each other by sending and receiving messages. While in the shared
memory model, communication is carried out by writing in and reading
from the shared memory.
The major goals of distributed systems are:


Distribution Transparency.



Connecting resources and users.
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Scalability.



Openness.

2.2 MANET
Mobile ad hoc networks are formed dynamically by an autonomous
system of mobile nodes that are connected via wireless links without
using the existing network infrastructure or centralized administration.
In fact two or more nodes can form the mobile ad hoc network by being
in their transmission range. In this type of network, communication
between mobile nodes is peer-to-peer, so each node has direct
communication with another. Nodes also act as relay nodes to forward
data packets. This is very important part of communication technology
that supports truly pervasive/ubiquitous computing, because in many
contexts, information exchange among mobile units cannot rely on any
fixed network infrastructure but on the rapid configuration of wireless
connections on the fly [3]
MANETs are gaining momentum because they help realize network
services for mobile users in areas with no pre-existing communications
infrastructure, or when the use of such infrastructure requires wireless
extension. Ad hoc nodes can also be connected to a fixed backbone
network through a dedicated gateway device enabling IP networking
services in the areas where Internet service is not available due to the
lack of a preinstalled infrastructure.
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Minimal configuration and quick deployment make ad hoc networks
suitable for emergency situations like natural or human-induced
disasters, military conflicts, emergency medical situations, etc.
2.2.1 Characteristics


Mobile ad hoc networks involve all networking layers, ranging from
the physical to application layer.



Nodes in the ad hoc network are free to move while communicating
with other nodes.



The bandwidth available is of the order of 1Mbps, an order of
magnitude less than that of wired networks.



The communication in the network is a broadcast, which means
broadcast is no more expensive than unicast.



Mobile nodes have limited battery power.



Wireless links are much more error prone compared to wired links.



The topology of ad hoc network is dynamic in nature due to
constant movement of the participating nodes, causing the
intercommunication

patterns

among

the

nodes

to

change

continuously.


Every node may not be within the communication range of every
other node. So, multiple hops may be needed, for this the nodes
should serve as routers for other nodes in the network so that data
packets can be forwarded to their destinations.
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2.2.2 Issues with Ad hoc Networking
In general, mobile ad hoc networks are formed dynamically by an
autonomous system of mobile nodes that are connected via wireless links
without using the existing network infrastructure or any centralized
administration. These networks can be called as multi-hop wireless ad
hoc networks because routes between nodes in ad hoc networks may
include multiple hops.
In

MANET

wireless

link

“failures”

occur

when

previously

communicating nodes move such that they are no longer within
transmission range of each other. Wireless link “formation” occurs when
nodes those are not in communication range move within the
transmission range of each other.
Ad hoc wireless networks inherit the traditional problems of
wireless communications and wireless networking (IEEE P802.11/D10,
January 14, 1999.) as described below:


The wireless medium has neither absolute, nor readily observable
boundaries outside of which nodes are known to be unable to
receive network frames.



The channel is unprotected from outside signals.



The wireless medium is significantly less reliable than the wired
media.



The channel

has time-varying and

properties.
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asymmetric

propagation



Hidden-terminal and exposed-terminal phenomena may occur.
To these problems and complexities, the multi-hop nature and the

lack of fixed infrastructure add a number of characteristics, complexities,
and design constraints that are specific to ad hoc networking [4, 5], and
are described below:


MANET does not depend on any established infrastructure or
centralized administration. Each node operates in distributed peerto-peer mode, acts as an independent router, and generates
independent data. Network management has to be distributed
across different nodes, which brings added difficulty in fault
detection and management.



Multi-Hop Routing is required, No default router is available. Every
node acts as a router and forwards each other’s packets to enable
information sharing among mobile nodes. Routing protocols are
self-starting, adapt to the changes in network conditions, and also
offer multi-hop paths from a source to a destination across the
network. Routing protocols designed for ad hoc networks can be
adopted to greatly improve the scalability of routing protocols
designed for use in the global Internet, which would be an
enormous payoff for ad hoc network research. More detailed
information on routing in MANET is given in [6].



Dynamically Changing Network Topologies. In mobile ad hoc
networks, nodes can move arbitrarily. So the network topology,
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which is multi-hop, can change frequently and unpredictably,
resulting in route changes, frequent network partitions, and
possibly packet losses.


Variation in Link and Node Capabilities. Each node may be
equipped with one or more radio interfaces that have varying
transmission/ receiving capabilities and operate across different
frequency bands [7]. This heterogeneity in node radio capabilities
can result in asymmetric links. In addition, each mobile node
might have different hardware/software configuration, resulting in
variability in processing capabilities. Designing network protocols
and algorithms for this heterogeneous network can be complex,
requiring dynamic adaption to the changing conditions.



Energy Constrained Operation. Batteries carried by each mobile
node have limited power supply, processing power is limited, which
in turn limits services and applications that can be supported by
each node. This becomes a bigger issue in mobile ad hoc networks
because as each node is acting as both an end system and router
at the same time, additional energy is required to forward packets
from other nodes.



Network Scalability. Currently, popular network management
algorithms were mostly designed to work on fixed or relatively
small wireless networks. Many mobile ad hoc network applications
involve large networks with tens of thousands of nodes, for
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example sensor networks and tactical networks [6]. Scalability is
critical to the successful deployment of these networks. A network
with large number of nodes and limited resources involve many
challenges that are yet to be solved, such as addressing, routing,
location management, configuration management, interoperability,
security, high capacity wireless technologies, etc.
2.2.3 Applications of MANET
MANET has many applications, ranging from large scale mobile
and highly dynamic networks, to small and static networks that are
constrained by power sources. Typical application domains of MANET
include commercial sector, military, battlefield, civilian environments,
emergency operations, and personal area network (PAN). Some of the
specific applications are mentioned below [6]:


Conferencing. When mobile computer users gather outside their
normal office environment, the business network infrastructure is
often missing. The whole point of the meeting might be to make
some further progress on a particular collaborative project. As it
turns out, the establishment of an ad hoc network for collaborative
mobile computer users is needed even when the Internet
infrastructure support already exists.



Home Networking. Consider the scenario that will result if wireless
computers become popular at home. These computers will
probably be taken to and from the office work environment and on
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business trips. Such computers will not have topologically related
IP addresses to each wireless node for identification purposes
would add an administrative burden, and the alternative of
deploying ad hoc networks seems more attractive.


Emergency Services. A mobile ad-hoc network can also be used to
provide crisis management services applications, such as in
disaster recovery, where the entire communication infrastructure
is destroyed and resorting communication quickly is crucial. By
using a mobile ad-hoc network, an infrastructure could be set up
in hours instead of weeks, as is required in the case of wired line
communication.



Personal Area Networks. The idea of a personal area network (PAN)
is to create a much localized network populated by some network
nodes that are closely associated with a single person. When
people meet in real life, their PANs are likely to become aware of
each other. Mobility becomes more important when interactions
between several PANs are needed. Since people usually do not stay
in a fixed location with respect to each other for a long time,
dynamic nature of this inter-PAN communication is obvious. Ad
hoc networks can be used to establish communications between
node on spate PANs.



Embedded Computing Applications. Some researches predict a
world of ubiquitous computing [9], in which computers will be
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around us, constantly performing mundane tasks to make our
lives a little easier. These ubiquitous computers will often react to
the changing environment in which they are situated and will
themselves cause changes to the environment in ways that are, we
hope, predictable and planned. These capabilities can be provided
with or without the use of ad hic networks, but ad hoc networking
is likely to be more flexible and convenient that the continual
allocation and reallocation of endpoint IP address whenever a new
wireless communication link is established.


Sensor Dust. Consider a situation in which some hazardous
chemicals were dispersed in an unknown manner because of an
accident or explosion. Instead of sending persons who might be
subjected to lethal gas and forced to work in unwieldy protective
clothing, it would be better to distribute sensors containing
wireless transceivers [10] [11]. The sensors could then form an ad
hoc network and help in gathering the information about the
accident and chemical concentrations.



Automotive/PC Interaction. Ad hoc networks can be used to
provide interactions between automotive computers and laptops or
PDAs that may accompany us as we travel in our cars.



Educational Applications. Setup ad hoc communication during
conferences, meetings, or lectures.



Commercial Environments.
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o E-Commerce: e.g., Electronic payments from anywhere.
o Business: Dynamic access to customer files stored in a central
location on the fly, Provide consistent database for all agents.
o Vehicular Services: Transmission of news, road condition,
weather, music, road/accident guidance etc.
In spite of the various applications served by the ad hoc networks,
they still have to overcome the defects such as the limited wireless
transmission range, link quality, fading, noise, interference caused due
to its broadcast nature, route changes and packet losses induced due to
its broadcast nature, route changes and packet losses induced due to the
node mobility, battery constraints, and potentially frequent network
partitions. Security and interception problems are of a major concern,
especially in military applications. Therefore, designing the protocol for
MANET is very crucial, and these issues must be carefully examined
before widespread commercial deployment.
2.3 Self-Stabilizing Systems
Now a day’s Software systems are used everywhere. Thus
commercially available software systems must be able to adjust to
different inputs and handle different faults so that they can be used in
many different environments.
Self-Stabilization is related to autonomic Computing, which entails
several “self-*” attributes like; self-organized [12], self-configuration [13],
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self-healing [14], and self-maintaining [15]. According to [16], research in
a self-* system is “a direct response to the shift from needing bigger,
faster, stronger computer systems to the need for less human-intensive
management of the systems currently available. System complexity has
reached the point where administration generally costs more than
hardware and software infrastructure.” The goals of the self-* systems
are reduction of human administration and maintenance, and an
increase of reliability, availability and performance.
In 1973, Dijkstra introduced the term self-stabilization in the world
of computer science [17, 18] which was a concept of fault-tolerance.
Unfortunately, only a few people had become aware of its importance
until Lamport endorsed this as “Dijkstra’s most brilliant work” and a
“milestone in work on fault-tolerance in his invited talk at the ACM
Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing in 1983. Today it is
one of the most active areas of research in the field of computer science.
A system is considered self-stabilizing if starting from any arbitrary
state (possibly a fault state) it is guaranteed to converge to a legitimate
state which satisfies its problem specification in a finite number of steps.
Once it converges to a legitimate state, it must stay in that legitimate
state thereafter unless a fault occurs. With respect to behavior, it can
also be defined as a system starting from an arbitrary state, reaching a
state in finite time from which it starts behaving correctly according to its
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specification. This self-stabilization enables systems to recover from a
transient fault automatically.
According to [19, 20], the self-stabilization can be defined in terms
of two properties; closure and convergence. Closure means that if a
system is in a correct (or legitimate) state, it is guaranteed to stay in a
correct state, if no fault occurs. On the other hand, convergence means
that starting from any arbitrary state, it is guaranteed that the system
will eventually reach a correct state in finite steps. In order for a system
to be self stabilizing it must satisfy both of these properties.
Self–stabilization has been extensively studied in the area of
network protocols. Protocols like routing, sensor networks, high-speed
networks, and connection management are just a part of many
applications of self-stabilization. Also, there exist many self-stabilizing
distributed solutions for graph theory problems. For example, spanning
tree constructions, maximal matching, search structures, and graph
coloring.

Many

self-stabilizing

solutions

for

numerous

classical

distributed algorithms were also proposed. Those include mutual
exclusion,

token

circulation,

leader

election,

distributed

reset,

termination detection, and propagation of information with feedback [21].
In the study of self-stabilization, several aspects of models have
been considered, such as the following:


Interprocess Communication: shared registers or message passing.



Fairness: weakly fair, strongly fair, or unfair.
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Atomicity: composite or read/write atomicity.



Types of Daemon: central or distributed.
All together proving stabilization programs are quite challenging.

Two techniques have been commonly used in research literature:
convergence stair [22] and variant function [23] methods. Furthermore,
many general methods of designing self-stabilizing programs have been
proposed which include diffusing computation [24], silent stabilization
[25], local stabilizer [26], local checking and local correction [27, 28],
counter flushing [29], self-containment [30], snap-stabilization [31],
super-stabilization [32], and transient fault detector [33].
Self-stabilization is a significant concept in the study of MANETs.
Due to the dynamic nature of MANET topology, the protocols for setting
up and organizing MANETs are desirable to self-stabilizing.
2.4 DAG
A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a directed graph that contains no
cycles. DAG is rooted at the destination means that is the node that will
have only incoming links all other nodes that have incoming should have
outgoing links. A rooted tree is a special kind of DAG and a DAG is a
special kind of directed graph. For example, a DAG may be used to
represent common sub expressions in an optimizing compiler.
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CHAPTER 3
LEADER ELECTION IN DYNAMIC NETWORKS
In distributed computing leader election is an important primitive.
It is useful for many applications that require the selection of a unique
processor among multiple processors.
There are many applications for leader election algorithms; usually
used as a primitive in other distributed algorithms.


Primary-backup approach to replication based fault-tolerance.



Group communication systems [35].



For video conferencing.



Multiplayer games [36].



Leader election is required when a mutual exclusion application is
blocked because of the failure of a token holding node.



It is required in key distribution and management [37], and routing
coordination [38, 39, 40].

Leader Election Problem:
The leader election problem is one of the fundamental problems in
distributed computing, whether wired or wireless, especially when
failures are common.
The leader election problem for static networks is [41]: Every
network should eventually have a unique leader.
However, in dynamic networks due to node mobility and link
failures partitions can occur and leader will not be elected until a
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partitioning is detected. And sometimes, two network components may
merge and temporarily there may be two leaders in the newly formed
network or there can be a period where there is no leader in the
component. Thus the leader election problem definition in mobile ad hoc
networks should be slightly modified: Every connected component will
eventually have a unique leader, even after any number of concurrent
faults.
There are many leader election algorithms given, but most of them
are not self-stabilizing or few doesn’t work when there are concurrent
changes in the network.
Some leader election algorithms are based on TORA [42] and few
are based on diffusing computation.
We discuss leader election algorithms based on TORA which is a
routing algorithm for mobile ad hoc networks. TORA in turn is based on
a loop-free routing algorithm of Gafni and Bertsekas, which are based on
Link Reversal algorithms.
3.1 Link Reversal Routing:
Link reversal routing is a highly adaptive form of routing originally
intended for use in networks with rapidly changing topologies [46]. A key
concept behind LRR is the decoupling of far-reaching control message
propagation from the dynamics of the network’s topology.

It will be

appropriate for use in networks where the rate of topological change is
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not as fast as to make flooding the only possible routing method and not
so slow to make algorithms capable of supporting a shortest path
computation applicable.
The main objective of LRR is to minimize the amount of routing
overhead that must be exchanged between nodes when reacting to
changes in a network topology to a greatest extent possible.

This is

possible by localizing the algorithm’s reaction to topological changes.
Instead of maintaining the shortest path routing computation for a
destination in the network, LRR will maintain only the state sufficient to
constitute a directed acyclic graph (DAG) rooted at the destination. DAG
is a loop free routing and can provide nodes in the network with multiple,
redundant routes to the destination. The nodes don’t know the distance
from the destination or anything about the nodes in the network other
than their one-hop neighbors.

This differentiates the LRR from other

routing techniques. It is very difficult for a node to continuously estimate
its shortest distance to the destination. So this algorithm may not give
the shortest path route it may result in less optimal routing but it is very
efficient in terms of routing overhead communication complexity, and
hence it is very adaptive and scalable.
Link failures are very common in dynamic networks and we need
to update the link state and find the new shortest path and must be
communicated to all the nodes for which that link forms a part of their
shortest path spanning tree. For LRR, the reaction to a link failure is
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limited to the set of nodes that lost their last outgoing link to the
destination because of the failed link. Thus the redundancy in the
routing DAG minimizes the frequency and scope of algorithmic reactions
due to link failures.
3.1.1 Gafni-Bertsekas Algorithm:
This is a highly adaptive loop-free multipath routing algorithm
based on LRR.

Given a connected, destination-disoriented DAG,

transform it into a destination-oriented DAG by reversing the direction of
some of its links. A DAG is destination oriented only when every node
has a directed path originating at the node and terminated at the
destination. Otherwise a DAG is destination disoriented if any node other
than the destination node has no outgoing link.
There are 2 algorithms to solve this problem Full Reversal method and
Partial Reversal method [44].
Full Reversal, in this if a node doesn’t have outgoing link then it
will reverse the direction of its entire links. Thus no list is required here.
Partial Reversal Method:
Every node i in the network other than the destination, will
maintain the list of its neighboring nodes j that have reversed the
direction of the corresponding links (i,j). At each iteration the node that
doesn’t have any outgoing link will reverse the direction of links (i,j) for
all j that do not appear on its list and empties the list. If the list is full i.e.
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there is no such j then node i reverses the direction of all incoming links
and empties the list.
Partial reversal method is improved to a “height based” form from a
list-based. In this algorithm each node maintains a height variable,
drawn from a totally ordered set. Every node i will have height variable
associated with it, which is a triple (αi, βi, i), where αi and βi are integers.
Let N denotes the set of nodes in the network. The initial set of
triples {(αi0, βi0, i) | i ϵ N} satisfies αi0 = 0 for all i, and for any link (i, j) we
have (αi0, βi0, i) > (αj0, βj0, j) if and only if link (i, j) in the initial DAG is
directed from i to j.
Assuming that each node ID i is unique, the set of triples form a
total order and the directed graph is loop free regardless of the values of
αi and βi. The links are directed on the basis of the relative heights of
neighboring nodes, i.e. from higher to lower. The parameter αi represents
the reference level and βi and i are used to differentiate the heights with
common reference level. The algorithm is triggered when ever one or
more nodes lose all their outgoing links.
Let Ni denote the set of one-hop neighbors of node i. The kth
iteration is implemented as follows:
A node i, other than the destination, for which (αi0, βi0, i) < (αj0, βj0, j),
∀j ϵ Ni, increases αik {αjk | j ϵ Ni} + 1
and sets βik+1 = min{ βjk | j ϵ Ni, αik+1 = αjk} – 1
if there exists a neighbor j with αik+1 = αjk
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otherwise, βik+1 = βik.
The rule for setting αik+1 ensures that node i will have at least one
outgoing link, i.e., that (αik+1, βik+1, i) will be larger than the height of at
least one neighbor with the smallest height. The rule for setting βik+1 tries
to limit the number of links incident on i that will have their direction
reversed, by keeping i’s height smaller than that of any neighbors whose
α height component is not smaller than αik+1. Reducing the number of
links whose direction changes limits the propagation of height changes.
The GB algorithm is deadlock free and loop free at all times. The
destination node is the lowest numbered node. As long as the network
remains connected, the GB algorithm converges after a finite number of
iterations but the algorithm is unstable and never converges in the
network portions that are disconnected from the destination.
3.1.2 TORA
Park and Corson adapted the GB algorithm for routing in mobile
ad hoc networks, calling it as TORA (Temporally Ordered Routing
Algorithm) [42].
In TORA there is a mechanism for detecting the network partition
where the destination is no longer reachable, where as GB algorithm
would have caused infinite number of messages. The protocol is
adaptive, reasonably efficient, and scalable, making it potentially well
suited for use in large, dynamic networks.
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In TORA the height of node i is a 5-tuple, (λi, oidi, ri, δi, i) from a
totally ordered set and links between the nodes are logically considered
to be directed from higher to lower heights. From left to right the first 3
components in the height form a reference level, the next one is a delta
component, and the next is the node’s id, which is unique for every node
in the network.
A new reference level is started by node i if it loses its last outgoing
link due to a link failure. As nodes lose outgoing links new reference
levels are propagated throughout the connected component in search of
the alternate directed path to the destination. Whenever a node becomes
sink it will increase its reference level and propagates the reference level
in the component.
The search for the destination is started by setting λi to the time
when a node started the new reference level initially we assume that all
nodes have synchronized clocks and oidi is set to i, the originator of this
reference level, this ensures that the reference levels can be totally
ordered lexicographically, even if multiple nodes define new reference
levels because of the link failures that occur simultaneously. The third
component ri is zero initially it is used to detect the partition in the
network, when one section of the network is dead-end and it can’t find
the destination in that direction then it will set the ri to 1 and the
reference level is reflected back to towards the originator, When the
originator receives the reflected reference levels back from all its
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neighbors then it has identified a partition from the destination. δ value
is used to order the nodes that have the common reference level.
Each node i maintains its height Hi with respect to the destination.
Each node i that has no outgoing links will modify its height Hi = (λi, oidi,
ri, δi, i) as follows.
Case 1: If, because of a link failure, node i has no outgoing links, it
modifies its height as
(λi, oidi, ri) = (t, i, 0)
(δi, i) = (0, i)
t is the time of the failure.
Case 2: If, because of a link reversal the node i lost it’s all outgoing links
and the reference levels of its neighbors are not equal. i.e. ((λj, oidj, rj) are
not equal for all j ϵ Ni, then node i modifies its height as
(λi, oidi, ri) = max {((λj, oidj, rj) | j ϵ Ni},
(δi, i) = (min {δj | j ϵ Ni with (λj, oidj, rj) = max {(λj, oidj, rj)}} – 1, i)
Here node i will choose the highest reference level of all the neighbors
and selects the height lower than that of all the neighbors with that
reference level.
Case 3: If, because of a link reversal node i loses all the outgoing links
and the reference levels of the neighbors are equal i.e. (λj, oidj, rj) for all j
ϵ Ni are equal with rj = 0, then node i modifies its height as
(λi, oidi, ri) = (λj, oidj, 1),
(δi, i) = (0, i)
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Here if a node receives same reference levels from all the neighbors then
the node reflects back the same reference level by setting ri = 1. The
reflected reference level is propagated back towards the node that
originally defined the reference level.
Case 4: If, because of a link reversal node i lost all the outgoing links and
the reference levels
(λj, oidj, rj) are equal with rj = 1 for all j ϵ Ni, and oidj = i, then i modifies
its height as
(λi, oidi, ri) = (_, _, _),
(δi, i) = (_, i)
Here the node i has detected a partition and i must initiate the process of
erasing the invalid routes, routes that are not routed at the destination.
Case 5: If, because of a link reversal node i lost all the outgoing links and
the reference levels (λj, oidj, rj) are equal with rj = 1 for all j ϵ Ni, and
oidj ≠ i, i.e., node i did not define the level, then i modifies its height as
(λi, oidi, ri) = (t, i, 0),
(δi, i) = (0, i)
Here node i did not define the reference level itself it experienced a link
failure between the time it propagated the reference level and the time it
got the reflected reference level from all the neighbors.

This is not

necessarily an indication of a partitioning of the component. Therefore,
the node starts a new reference level. This case occurs only when a link
fails while the system is recovering from an earlier link failure.
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3.4 Non Self Stabilizing Leader Election Algorithms:
Malpani et al. [1] have adapted the Temporally Ordered Routing
Algorithm (TORA) to elect a unique leader in each network component.
They have proposed 2 leader election algorithms, the first one is for one
topological change and the second one is for concurrent topological
changes. One topological change means a new topological change occurs
only after the algorithm has terminated its execution of current topology
change and concurrent topology changes means changes can occur at
any time. First algorithm is proved to elect a unique leader, if the
network stabilizes for a sufficiently long time. Whereas the second
algorithm doesn’t have any proof of correctness.
Malpani modifies the TORA to leader election algorithm by
changing few things as follows:
In Malpani’s algorithm the height of each node is a 6-tuple,
(lidi, λi, oidi, ri, δi, i). The first component is the id of the node considered
to be the leader of i’s component. The remaining 5 components are same
as in TORA.
Instead of having a single destination-oriented DAG as in TORA,
each component eventually forms a leader-oriented DAG. The reference
level (- 1, - 1, - 1) is used by the leader of the component to ensure that it
is a sink.
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When a node has no outgoing links as well as no incoming links
then that node elects itself as a leader. The height variable of a leader
node is (i, -1, -1, -1, 0, i)
In TORA the node that detected the partition from destination
sends out indications to the other nodes about the partition so that they
will cease performing height changes and stops sending useless
messages to reach the destination. In Malpani’s algorithm, the node that
detects the partition elects itself as the leader of the new component and
it transmits this information to its neighbors, who in turn propagates
this information to their neighbors and so on. Eventually all the nodes in
the component will become aware of the new leader. When two
components merge because of a new link formation, then the merged
component may end up having more than one leader. In that case the
leader of one of the component that has the lower identification number
becomes the leader of the new component.
When node i has no outgoing links due to a link reversal following
reception of an Update message and the reference levels (λj, oidj, rj) are
equal with rj = 1 for all j ϵ Ni and oidj = i:
lidi = i
(λi, oidi, ri) = (- 1, - 1, - 1)
δi = 0
When node i receives an Update message from neighboring node j such
that lidj ≠ lidi:
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if lidi > lidj or (oidi = lidj and ri = 1) then
lidi = lidj
(λi, oidi, ri) = (0, 0, 0)
i

j

+1

3.5 Self Stabilizing Leader election Algorithms:
There are several leader election algorithms for dynamic networks.
However, the only self-stabilizing solutions we are aware of are presented
in [49, 13]. The algorithm of [13] is simpler (both the pseudo-code and
proof of correctness) and more efficient in terms of messages and
message size than the solution in [49]. However, both solutions suffer
from the same drawback, which is, the use of a global clock or the
assumption of perfectly synchronized clocks. The following is quoted
from [13]: “The algorithm relies on

the nodes having perfectly

synchronized clocks; an interesting open question is to quantify the effect
on the algorithm of approximately synchronized clocks.” One goal of this
paper is to solve the above open problem.
Furthermore, in the execution of the algorithm of [13], a process
could change its choice of leader many times. Our third algorithm,
DLEND, has the property that if a topological changes, however great,
occurs, but if no variables are corrupted, no process changes its choice
of leader more than once.
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There are number of stabilizing leader election algorithms for static
networks in the literature. Arora and Gouda [47] present a silent leader
election algorithm in the shared memory model. Their algorithm requires
O(N) rounds and O(logN) space, where N is a given upper bound on n, the
size of the network. Dolev and Herman [32] give a non-silent leader
election algorithm in the shared memory model. This algorithm takes
O(Diam) rounds and uses O(N logN) space. Awerbuch et al. [48] solve the
leader election problem in the message passing model. Their algorithm
takes O(Diam) rounds and uses O(logDlogN) space, where D is a given
upper bound on the diameter. Afek and Bremler [46] also give an
algorithm for the leader election problem in the message passing model.
Their algorithm takes O(n) rounds and uses O(log n) bits per process,
where n is the size of the network. They do not claim that their algorithm
works under the unfair daemon. In [32], we gave a uniform self-sabilizing
leader election algorithm. This algorithm works under an arbitrary, i.e.,
unfair scheduler (daemon). The algorithm has an optimal space
complexity of O(log n) bits per process. From an arbitrary initial
configuration, the algorithm elects the leader and builds a BFS tree
rooted at the leader within O(n) rounds, and is silent within O(Diam)
additional rounds, where Diam is the diameter of the network. The
algorithm does not require knowledge of any upper bound on either n or
Diam.
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CHAPTER 4
MODEL
Our algorithms have the following combination of features, they
are asynchronous, self-stabilizing, and silent, converge in O(Diam) time,
and use no global clock. They also use only O(1) variables per process;
however, one of the variables is an unbounded integer, meaning that if
the algorithm runs forever, the size of that integer grows without bound.
However, as a practical matter, this is of little importance, since the size
of that unbounded integer increases by at most one per step, and thus
should not overflow a modest size memory, even if the algorithm runs for
years.
All three of our algorithms elect a leader for each case, after a fault,
each component of the network elects a leader within O(Diam) rounds,
where Diam is the maximum diameter of any component, provided the
variables are not corrupted.
We are given a connected undirected network, G = (V, E) of |V| = n
processes, where n ≥ 2, and a distributed algorithm A on that network.
Each process x has a unique ID, x.id. By an abuse of notation, we will
identify each process with its ID.
A self-stabilizing [18, 21] system is guaranteed to converge to the
intended behavior in finite time, regardless of the initial state of the
system. In particular, a self-stabilizing distributed algorithm will
eventually reach a legitimate state within finite time, regardless of its
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initial configuration, and will remain in a legitimate state forever. An
algorithm is called silent if eventually all execution halts.
We use the composite atomicity model of computation, where each
process has variables. Each process can read the values of its own and
its neighbors’, but can only write to its own variables. Each transition
from a configuration to another, called a step of the algorithm, is driven
by a scheduler, also called a daemon.
The program of each process consists of a finite set of actions of
the following form: < label >< informal name >< guard > → < statement >.
We list the program of DLE, DLEP, and DLEND in Tables 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. For each action, the label is listed in the first column, and
an informal name is listed in the second column. The third column
(guard) contains a list of clauses, all of which must hold for the action to
execute, and the fourth column contains the statement of the action. The
guard of an action in the program of a process x is a Boolean expression
involving the variables of x and its neighbors. The statement of an action
of x updates one or more variables of x. An action can be executed only if
it is enabled, i.e., its guard evaluates to true.
In Tables 2, and 3, we assign a priority, a positive integer, to each
action. The guard of each action is the conjunction of the clauses in the
third column, together with the condition that no earlier (in terms of
priority) action is enabled.
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A process is said to be enabled if at least one of its actions is
enabled. A step γi → γi+1 consist of one or more enabled processes
executing an action. The evaluations of all guards and executions of all
statements of those actions are presumed to take place in one atomic
step composite atomicity [21]. All three of our algorithms are uniform,
i.e., every process has the same program.
When a process x executes the statement of an action, there could
be neighbors of x that are executing statements during the same step.
We specify that x uses the current values of its own variables (which
could have just been changed during the current step), but old values of
its neighbors’ variables, i.e., values before the current step.
We use the distributed daemon. If one or more processes are
enabled, the daemon selects at least one of these enabled processes to
execute an action. We also assume that daemon is unfair, i.e., that it
need never select a given enabled process unless it becomes the only
enabled process.
We define a computation to be a sequence of configurations
γp → γp+1…. →γq such that each γi → γi+1 is a step.
We measure the time complexity in rounds [21]. The notion of
round [21], captures the speed of the slowest process in an execution. We
say that a finite computation б = γp→ γp+1→….→ γq is a round if the
following two conditions hold:
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1. Every process x that is enabled at γp either executes or becomes
neutralize during some step of б. We say that a process x is
neutralized at a step γ→γ′ if x is enabled at γ and not enabled at γ′,
but x does not execute during that step.
2. The computation γp → …. →γq-1 does not satisfy condition 1.
We call a computation of positive length which fails to satisfy condition 1
an incomplete round.
We define the round complexity of a computation to be the number
of disjoint rounds in the computation. More formally, we say that a
computation γp → …. → γq has round complexity m if there exist indices
p = i0 < i1 < …. < im-1 < q such that
1. γij+1 → …. → γij is a round for all 1 ≤ j < m,
2. γim-1 → …. → γq is either a round or an incomplete round.
We remark that an incomplete round could have infinite length,
since the unfair daemon might never select an enabled process. But this
cannot happen for the algorithms given in this paper. We will show that
every computation of each of our algorithms is finite, i.e., all the
proposed algorithms in this paper “work” under the unfair daemon.
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CHAPTER 5
DYNAMIC LEADER ELECTION
Our first algorithm, DLE, is somewhat similar to the algorithm of
[9], although it is asynchronous and works under the unfair daemon.
The basic idea is that every process that detects that it cannot possible
be part of what will become a correct BFS tree declares itself to be a
leader. When several processes in a component declare themselves to be
leaders, one of them will capture the component.
5.1 Overview of DLE
Every process x has a leadership pair, (x.nlp, x.leader), indicating
that x has chosen the process whose ID is x.leader as its leader. The
number, x.nlp is called a negative leadership priority.
When a process l declares itself to e a leader, it chooses a priority
number that is higher than the priority number of its previous leader;
but it chooses a priority number of its previous leader; but it stores the
negative number, because we want the smallest leadership pair to have
priority.
In a legitimate (final) configuration, all processes in any one
component C of the network have the same leadership pair, (nlp, l c),
where lc is some process in the component, the leader of C. In addition,
there is a BFS tree of the component rooted at lc. Each process x has a
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pointer to its parent in the BFS tree, as well as a level variable, whose
value is the distance from x to lc.
The basic technique of the algorithm is flooding. Under certain
conditions, a process declares itself to be a leader by executing Action A1
(as listed in Table 1), creating a new leadership pair with declared leader
then attempts to capture the entire component by flooding its leadership
pair. The smallest (using lexical ordering), i.e., highest priority,
leadership pair captures the entire component, and the algorithm halts.
The reason a new leader picks a higher priority than its old leader
is that, because of deletion of links, it is possible that the old leader is no
longer in the same component. Giving priority to the “youngest” leader
guarantees that the leader of highest priority is in the component,
provided at least one round has elapsed since any link was deleted.
5.2 Definition of DLE
5.2.1 Variables of DLE
For any process x, we have variables:
1. x.id, the ID of x. We assume that IDs are unique, and that they
form an ordered set. That is, if x, y, and z are distinct process, then
either x.id < y.id or y.id < x.id; and if x.id < y.id and y.id < z.id,
then x.id < z.id.
By an abuse of notation, we will use the same notation to refer to a
both a process and its ID.
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2. x.leader, the process that x has selected to be its leader, which we
call the leader of x.
3. x.level, a non-negative integer which, in a legitimate configuration,
must be the distance from x to x.leader.
4. x.nlp, a non-positive integer called the negative leader priority of x.
The value of x.nlp is the negative of the priority that x.leader
assigned to itself when declared itself to be a leader. The value of
x.nlp is not bounded; however, in practice, it will not overflow the
memory of a process, even if the algorithm runs for years.
5. x.vector = (x.nlp, x.leader, x.level), the vector of x. Vectors are
ordered lexically.
Although we list x.vector as a variable, it is actually an ordered
tuple of other variables, and hence requires no extra space.
6. x.parent, the parent of x. In a legitimate configuration, if x is not
the leader of its component, x.parent is that neighbor of x which is
in the BFS tree rooted at the leader.
If x is the leader, then x.parent = x.
Because of a fault, x.parent might not be the ID of x or of any
neighbor of x. In this case, we say that x.parent is unlawful.
5.2.2 Functions of DLE
Let N(x) be the set of neighbors of x, and U(x) = N(x) U {x}.
1. If v = (nlp, l, d) is a vector, we define successor (v) = (nlp, l, d+1),
the smallest vector that is larger than v.
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2. Min_Nbr_Vector(x) = min {y.vector: y ϵ U(x)}, the minimum
neighborhood vector of x.
3. Local_Minimum(x), Boolean, meaning that x is local minimum and
its own leader, and also a local root, i.e., x.leader = x.id, x.level = 0,
and x.leader = x.parent = x.
4. Good_Root(x), Boolean, meaning that x is a local minimum and its
own leader, and also a local root, i.e., x.leader = x.id, x.level = 0,
and x.leader = x.parent = x.
5. Good_Child(x), x is a good child, meaning that x.parent.vector =
Min_Nbr_Vector(x) and x.vector = successor(Min_Nbr_Vector(x)).
6. Parent(x) = p ϵ N(x) such that x.vector = successor(p.vector). If there
is no such neighbor of x, define Parent(x) = x.
5.2.3 Legitimate state of the Algorithm DLE
A configuration of the network is legitimate if
1. For any component C of the network, there is exactly one process,
lc ϵ C which is a good root, and every other process in C is a good
child.
2. For any component C of the network, x.vector = (lc.nlp, lc, d(x, lc))
for all x ϵ C, where d is (hop) distance between processes. That is,
all processes in C have the same leadership pair and level equal to
the distance between processes. That is, all processes in C have
the same leadership pair, and level equal to the distance to the
leader of component.
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5.2.4 Actions of DLE
The program of DLE is given in Table 1 as a list of actions.

Table 1: Program of DLE for Process x

A1

Reset

Local_Minimum(x)

→

⌐Good_Root(x)

x.nlp ← x.nlp – 1
x.leader ← x.id
x.level ← 0
x.parent ← x

A2

Attach

⌐Local_Minimum(x) →

Vector(x) ←

⌐Good_Child(x)

successor (Min_Nbr_Vector(x))
x.parent ← Parent(x)

Table 1

5.3 Example Execution
Figure 5.1 shows an example calculation. For simplicity in this
example, we let the adversary select every enabled process at each step.
Each process x is labeled with its vector, x.vector = (x.nlp, x.leader,
x.level). The start configuration, shown in (a), has three good roots,
enclosed by squares. The bad minima execute Action A1 of Table 1. and
the smallest new leadership pair floods the component, by all other
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processes executing Action A2. The resulting configuration, shown in (g),
is legitimate.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)
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(g)
Figure 5.1:
Example execution starting from an arbitrary state. (a) shows a
configuration with two components and ten different leadership pairs. In
(b), the four bad minima of (a), namely H, X, J, and Z, have executed
Action A1 of Table 1, creating four new leadership pairs. After flooding,
the configuration is legitimate, with surviving leadership pairs (−6, J) and
(−7, X), as shown in (g).

5.4 Proofs for DLE
We define a configuration to be clean if it has no bad minima.
Within one round after the cessation of faults, the configuration will be
clean, since every bad minimum will declare itself to be a leader, and
there is no action of any process which can create a bad minimum.
If the configuration is clean, each component can contain any
number of leadership pair in a component C. Then (nlp, l) will flood the
component, and eventually the leadership pair of every process in C will
be (nlp, l).
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When all components have done this, the configuration is legitimate.
Lemma 5.1 If at least one round has elapsed since the most recent link
change, the configuration is clean.
Proof: No execution by any process can cause any process become a bad
minimum, or to acquire an unlawful parent. Within one round, all bad
minima will execute Action A1, declaring themselves to leaders and
configuration will be clean.
Lemma 5.2 If the configuration is not legitimate, some process is
enabled.
Proof: We break the proof into three cases, either the configuration is not
clean, or there is some component which has more than one leadership
pair, or there is some process x such that x.level is not equal to the
distance from x to x.leader.
If a process x is a bad minimum or has an unlawful parent, then x
is enabled to execute Action A1 or A2.
If there is more than one leadership pair in a component, then
choose neighboring processes x and y which have different leadership
pairs. Without loss of generality, x.vector > y.vector. If x.nlp > y.nlp, or if
x.nlp = y.nlp and x.leader > y.leader, then x.vector > successor (y.vector),
and x is enabled to execute Action A2.
If there is only one leadership pair in each component, then there
is some process such that x.level is not the distance to its leader. We
break into cases. Suppose there is some process x such that x.level is
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larger than the distance from x to x.leader. Choose such an x which is
closest to its leader. Then x must have a neighbor y which is closer to the
leader has the correct value of y.level. Since x.level > y.level + 1, x is
enabled to execute Action A2. The other case is that there is some
process x such that x.level is smaller than the distance from x to
x.leader. Pick such an x whose value of x.level is minimum. Then y.level
≥ x.level for all y ϵ N(x), and thus x is a bad minimum, and can execute
Action A1.
Let Diam be the maximum diameter of any component.
Lemma 5.3 If at least Diam rounds have elapsed since the configuration
was clean, and no further faults have occurred, then the configuration is
legitimate.
Proof: No new leadership pairs will be created, since no process can
execute Action A1.
For any component C, let (nlp, l) be the minimum leadership pair
present in component C when the configuration is first clean. We claim
that l must be a process of C. Suppose l is not in C. Let x be the process
in C whose vector is minimum. Then x.leader = l. If x ≠ l, then x is a bad
minimum, contradiction.
We also claim that x.vector ≥ (nlp, l, d(x, l)) for any x ϵ C, since
otherwise, the component would contain a bad minimum.
For any 0 ≤ t ≤ Diam, within t rounds after the configuration is first
clean, all processes with distance t of l will have their final vectors; i.e., if
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d(x, l) ≤ t, then x.vector = (nlp, l, d(x,l)). Thus within Diam rounds after
the configuration is clean, i.e., after at most Diam + 1 rounds altogether,
the configuration will be legitimate.
Theorem 5.4 From an arbitrary configuration, DLE converges to a
legitimate configuration and is silent within Diam + 1 rounds, where
Diam is the largest diameter of any component of the network.
Proof: Convergence follows from Lemma 5.1 and 5.3. Silence follows from
that fact that if the configuration is legitimate, no process is enabled.
5.4.1 The Unfair Daemon
A distributed algorithm might be proved to converge in a finite
number of rounds, but still possibly never converge under the unfair
daemon, since that unfair daemon by proving that every computation of
DLE is finite.
Lemma 5.5 Every computation of DLE is finite.
Proof: Our proof is by contradiction. Suppose that γ0 → γ1 → … → γt →
γt+1 → … is an infinite computation of DLE. Since there are only finitely
many processes, some process must execute infinitely often.
If x.parent is unlawful, then x.parent becomes lawful the first time x
executes, and never again becomes unlawful. Thus, there can be only
finitely many steps of the computation to begin at a configuration after
that step, and thus, without loss of generality, there is no step at which
x.parent changes from unlawful to lawful for any x. Thus, at any step
where any process x executes, x.vector decreases.
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A process x can execute Action A1 only if it is a bad minimum.
There is no action of any process that can cause x to become a bad
minimum; thus, each process can execute A1 at most once. Thus,
without loss of generality, our computation does not contain any
instance of Action A1, and thus no new leadership pairs are created.
There can be at most n leadership pairs at γ0. Let x be a process
that executes an action infinitely many times. Since x.vector decreases at
each such execution, there must be some configuration γm after which x
does not change its leadership pair. Let d be the value of x.level at γm.
Since x.level must decrease every time x executes after γm, there can be
at most d remaining steps at which x executes an action, contradiction.
Theorem 5.6 DLE converges to a legitimate state under the unfair
daemon, and is silent.
Proof: By lemma 5.5, every computation of DLE must eventually reach a
configuration at which no process is enabled. By Lemma 5.2, this
configuration is legitimate.
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CHAPTER 6
DYNAMIC LEADER ELECTION WITH PRIORITY
Algorithm DLE, given in Chapter 5, selects an arbitrary member of
each component to be a leader of that component. In this section, we
introduce the requirement that the elected leader of each component be
the best process in the component, where “best” can be defined any
number of ways, depending on the application. Our method is to define
some kind of priority measure on all processes, and then make sure that
the elected leader is the Process which has the highest priority in the
component. For example, the process of highest priority could be the
process of least ID, or of greatest ID, or of greatest degree, i.e., number of
neighbors.
If no fault occurs for O(Diam) rounds, DLE always chooses a leader
for each component, but this leader could be any process of the
component. This leader is likely not to have been a leader before the
fault; it is even possible that the loss of one link of a component could
cause the component to elect a new leader, even if no processes of the
component were lost and no new processes were added. We show an
example of this in Figure 6.1. This behavior could be undesirable in
practice. If we define priority of processes in such a way that it is largely
unaffected by small faults, we will decrease the frequency of leadership
changes in practice.
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Figure 6.1:
In DLE, the loss of just one link can cause a change of leader. A
legitimate configuration is shown in (a). The link between F and G is lost
in (b), and F is the sole bad minimum. F declares itself to be a leader,
and within six rounds, the configuration is once again legitimate, and F
is the leader, as shown in (c).

6.1 Overview of DLEP
We assume an abstract function Priority of a process x, which may
depend only on the topology of the network, the ID of x, and data
obtained by x from the application layer. In other words, Priority(x) is not
affected by any change of the variables of our algorithm. We also assume
that priority(x) can be computed by x in O(1) time.
If S is any non-empty set of processes, define Max_Priority(S) =
max {Priority(x): x ϵ S}, and let Best(S) is unique, since we can use ID as a
tie-breaker. The output condition of DLEP is that, for any component C
of the network, Best(C) will be elected leader of C.
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DLEP consists of four phases. The first phase, which builds elects
a preliminary leader lc for each component C, and builds a preliminary
BFS tree of C rooted at lc, is exactly an emulation of the algorithm DLE
given in Section 6.2. The second and third phases of DLEP make use of
the preliminary BFS tree in each component to compute the final leader
and the final BFS tree of that component.
The second phase of DLEP consists of a convergecast wave in the
preliminary BFS tree. Let Tx be the subtree of the preliminary BFS tree
rooted at x. During the second phase, the intermediate leader of each x is
computed to be Best(Tx). Thus, the intermediate leader of lc is Best(C),
which will also be the final leader of C.
The third phase of DLEP consists of a broadcast wave, during
which every process is told the identity of Best(C), and selects that
process to be its final leader.
The fourth phase of DLEP consists of a flooding wave from Best(C)
which builds the final BFS tree in C.
6.2 Definition of DLEP
We now give the formal definition of Algorithm DLEP.
6.2.1 Variables of DLEP
For any process x, we have variables, as listed below. The
definitions of the variables given here refer to the values those variables
will have when the algorithm stabilizes.
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1. x.id , the ID of x. (This is not actually a variable of DLEP, since the
algorithm cannot change it.)
2. The following variables are used for the first phase of DLEP, which
emulates DLE.
3. x.p_leader, the preliminary leader of x, which corresponds to
x.leader in DLE.
4. x.nplp, a non-positive integer called the negative preliminary leader
priority of x, which corresponds to x.nlp in DLE. The value of
x.nplp is the negative of the priority that x.p_leader assigned to
itself when it declared itself to be a preliminary leader,
5. x.p_level, the preliminary level of x, the distance from x to
x.p_leader, which corresponds to x.level in DLE.
6. x.p_vector = (x.nplp, x.p_leader, x.p_level ), the preliminary vector
of x, which corresponds to x.vector in DLE. Preliminary vectors are
ordered lexically.
7. x.p_parent, the parent of x in the preliminary BFS tree, which
corresponds to x.parent in DLE.
8. x.i_leader, the intermediate leader of x, whose value in a stable
configuration is Best(Tx).
9. x.ilp, the intermediate leader priority of x, whose value in a stable
configuration is Priority(Best(Tx)).
10. x.i_vector = (x.ilp, x.i_leader), the intermediate vector of x.
Intermediate vectors are ordered lexically.
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11. x.f_leader, the final leader of x, whose value in a stable
configuration is Best(C), the elected leader of the component C that
x belongs to.
12. x.f_level , the final level of x, whose value in a stable configuration
is the distance from x to x.f_leader.
13. x.f_parent, whose value in a stable configuration is the parent of x
in the final BFS tree.
Although we list x.p_vector and x.i_vector as variables, they are actually
ordered tuples of other variables, and hence require no extra space.
6.2.2 Functions of DLEP
As in DLE, some of the functions of DLEP are given names which
are capitalized versions of the names of variables. In such cases, the
value of the function is what x believes the value of the variable should
be.
1. If (nplp, l, d) is a preliminary vector, we define successor (nplp, l, d)
= (nplp, l, d + 1), the smallest vector that is larger than (nplp, l, d).
2. Min_Nbr_P_Vector(x) = min {y.p_vector : y ϵ N(x) U {x}}, the
minimum neighbor preliminary vector of x.
3. Local_Minimum(x) ≡ Min_Nbr_P_Vector(x) ≥ x.p_vector, Boolean.
4. Good_Root(x) ≡ Local_Minimum(x) ^ (x.p_leader = x) ^ (x.p_level =
0), Boolean.
5. Good_Child(x) ≡ x.p_vector = successor (Min_Nbr_P_Vector(x)),
Boolean.
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6. P_Parent(x) = y ϵ N(x) such that y.p_vector = Min_Nbr_P_ Vector(x).
If there is more than one such neighbor of x, choose the one with
the smallest ID. If there is no such neighbor of x, define P_Parent(x)
= x.
7. P_Chldrn(x) = {y : Good_Child(y) and y.p_parent = x}
8. We define the Boolean function Local_P_Tree_Ok(x) on a process x
to mean that, as far as x can tell by looking at its variables and
those of its neighbors, the preliminary leader and the preliminary
BFS tree have been constructed. More formally, Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)
is true if the following conditions hold for x:
 x is either a good root or a good child.
 x.p_level = 0 if and only if x is a good root.
 x.p_leader = x if and only if x is a good root.
 y.p_leader = x.p_leader for all y ϵ N(x).
 |y.p_level − x.p_level| ≤ 1 for all y ϵ N(x).
(Priority(x), x)
9. I_Vector(x) = max

10. F_Leader(x) =

11. F_Level (x) =

max {y.i_vector : y ϵ P_Chldrn(x)}
x.i_leader

if Good_Root(x)

x.p_parent.f_leader

otherwise

0

if x.f_leader = x

1 + min {y.f_level: y ϵ N(x)}

otherwise
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12. F_Parent(x) = p ϵ N(x) such that 1+ f_level(p) = f_level(x). If there is
more than one such neighbor of x, choose the one with the smallest
ID. If there is no such neighbor of x, define F_Parent(x) = x.
6.2.3 Legitimate Configurations for DLEP
We define a configuration of the network to be pre-legitimate if
1. For any component C of the network, there is exactly one process,
PLC ϵ C, which is a good root; and all other processes of C are good
children.
2. For any component C of the network, x.p_vector = (PLC.nplp, PLC,
d(x, PLC)) for all x ϵ C, where d(x, PLC) is the distance from PLC to x.
That is, all processes in C have the same preliminary leadership
pair, and preliminary level equal to the distance to the preliminary
leader of the component.
3. If x.p_leader ≠ x, then x.p_vector = successor(x.p_parent.p_vector),
i.e., x is a good child.
A configuration of the network is legitimate if it is pre-legitimate, and if,
for each component C and for all x ϵ C:
1. x.i_vector = (Priority(y), y), where y = Best(Tx), where Tx is the
subtree of the preliminary BFS tree of C rooted at x.
2. x.f_leader = Best(C).
3. x.f_level = d(x, Best(C)), the distance from x to Best(C).
4. x.f_parent = F_Parent(x).
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6.2.4 Actions of DLEP

Table 2: Program of DLEP
A1

Reset

priority 1

Local_Minimum(x)
¬Good_Root(x)

→ x.nplp ← x.nplp − 1
x.p_leader ← x.id
x.p_level ← 0
x.p_parent ← x

A2

Preliminary

¬Local_Minimum(x)

priority 1

BFS Tree

¬Good_Child (x)

→ p_vector(x) ←
successor
(Min_Nbr_Vector(x))
x.p_parent ←
P_Parent(x)

A3

Intermediate x.i_vector ≠ I_Vector(x) → x.i_vector ←

priority 2

Vector

Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)

A4

Final

x.f_leader ≠ F_Leader(x) → x.f_leader ←

priority 3

Leader

Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)

A5

Final

x.f_level ≠ F_Level(x)

priority 4

Level

Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)

I_Vector(x)

F_Leader(x)
→ x.f_level ←
F_Level(x)

∀y ϵ N(x): y.f_leader=x.f_leader
A6

Final

x.f_parent ≠ F_Parent(x) → x.f_parent ←

priority 5

Parent

Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)
∀y ϵ N(x): y.f_leader = x.f_leader

Table 2
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F_Parent(x)

6.2.5 Explanation of Actions
Action A1 corresponds to Action A1 of DLE, while Action A2
corresponds to Action A2 of DLE. Together, these two actions cause the
preliminary leader, lC of each component C to be chosen, and the
preliminary BFS tree to be constructed.
Action A3 is the action of the convergecast wave that chooses the
intermediate vector for each process after the preliminary BFS tree has
been constructed. It is possible for some processes to execute A3
prematurely because they believe, based on local information, that the
preliminary BFS tree is finished; in these cases, these processes will
recompute their intermediate vectors later.
The final leader of the component C, namely, FLC, will be the
intermediate leader of lC. Action A4 is the action of the broadcast wave,
starting at lC, that informs every process of the choice of final leader.
After every process knows the final leader, Actions A5 and A6
construct the BFS tree, assigning to each process its final level and final
parent, in a broadcast wave starting at FLC.
6.3 Example Computation
In Figure 6.2, we show some steps of a computation of DLEP.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.2:
Some configurations of a computation of DLEP on a component of a
network. In this example, we define Priority(x) = δx, the degree of x. (a)
shows the component after the preliminary BFS tree has been
constructed. The preliminary leader is F, and the preliminary parent
pointers are shown as arrows. Each process x is labeled with the ordered
pair (Priority(x), x). Other variables are not shown. (b) shows the values of
x.i_vector for each x, and the arrows still show preliminary parent
pointers. Other variables are not shown. (c) shows the values of
x.f_leader and x.f_level for each x, and the pointers of the final BFS tree
are indicated by arrows. The final leader is K, indicated by a double
circle. Other variables are not shown. At this step in the computation,
the configuration is legitimate.
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6.4 Proofs of DLEP
Our proof of correctness of DLEP uses the convergence stair
method. We define a sequence of benchmarks, each of which is a closed
predicate, i.e., if any benchmark holds, it will hold until the next fault.
The sequence is also logically nested, meaning that each benchmark is a
condition of the next benchmark.


Benchmark B1: The preliminary BFS tree is complete, i.e., for each
component C, there is a unique process
PLC ϵ C such that x.p_vector = (l.nlp, PL C, d(x, PLC)) for any process
x ϵ C, where d is distance, and if x.p_parent = P_Parent(x) for all x.
Benchmark B1 holds when the first phase of DLEP is complete,
i.e., the emulation of DLE is done.



Benchmark B2: Benchmark B1 holds, and, for any process x ϵ C,
x.ilp = Max_Priority(Tx) and x.i_leader = Best(Tx), where Tx is the
subtree of the preliminary BFS tree rooted at x.
Benchmark B2 holds when the second phase of DLEP is complete.
At that point, for each component C, PLC knows Best(C), since
PLC.i_leader = Best(C).



Benchmark B3: Benchmark B2 holds, and for any process x ϵ C,
x.f_leader = Best(C).
Benchmark B3 holds when the third phase of DLEP is complete. At
that point, every process x has correctly identified its final leader.
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Benchmark B4: Benchmark B3 holds, and for any process x ϵ C,
x.f_level = d(x, Best(C)), and x.f_parent = F_Parent(x).
Benchmark B4 holds when the fourth phase of DLEP is complete,
namely the BFS tree rooted at the final leader of each component is
finished.

The actions of DLEP are prioritized according to the benchmarks. Actions
A1 and A2 of Table 2 are the actions of first phase of DLEP, i.e., the
actions of the emulated DLE. Because of the hierarchical nature of the
code, these actions take precedence over the others, and thus the values
of the variables x.i_leader, x.f_leader, x.f_level, and x.f_parent do not
retard progress toward Benchmark B1.
Action A3 of Table 2 is the only action of the second phase. In a
convergecast wave in each component C, each process x sets x.ilp to
Max_Priority(Tx) and x.i_leader to Best(Tx). When this wave reaches PL C
for each C, Benchmark B2 holds.
Action A4 of Table 2 is the only action of the third phase. Initially,
PLC, for each C, sets its value of f_leader to its value of i_leader; since
Benchmark B2 holds, this value is Best(C). That value is then broadcast
to all processes in the component, and then Benchmark B3 holds.
Action A6 of Table 2 is the only action of the fourth phase. After
Benchmark B3 holds, there is exactly one process in each component C
which knows it is the final leader of C. In a flooding wave starting from
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that final leader, each process computes its distance to the final leader of
its component; Benchmark B4 then holds, and DLEP is silent.
We prove convergence of DLEP in a sequence of lemmas.
Throughout the remainder of this section, we assume that we are given a
computation of DLEP, which starts at an arbitrary configuration. Of
course, this start configuration could have resulted from a legitimate
configuration, followed by any number of faults. By the definition given
in Section 2, a computation has no faults; i.e., when a fault occurs, the
next configuration is the start of a new computation.
Lemma 6.1 Benchmark B1 holds within Diam + 1 rounds.
Proof: This follows from Lemma 5.3, since the first phase of DLEP
precisely emulates DLE.
Lemma 6.2 If at least t rounds have elapsed after Benchmark B1 holds,
and if x is a process such that d(x, PLC) ≥ Diam − t − 1, then
x.sub_flp = max {y.flp: y ϵ Tx}
Proof: By induction on t. If t = 0, the statement is vacuous. Otherwise,
by the inductive hypothesis, the statement of the lemma holds for all y ϵ
P_Chldrn(x). Within one more round, x will execute Line 8 of the code,
and we are done.
Lemma 6.3 Benchmark B2 holds within Diam + 1 rounds after
Benchmark B1 holds.
Proof: Apply Lemma 6.2 for t = Diam + 1.
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Lemma 6.4 If at least t ≥ 1 rounds have elapsed after Benchmark B2
holds, and if x is a process such that d(x, PLC) ≤ t − 1, then x.f_leader =
Best(C).
Proof: By induction on d(x, PLC). We first show that the result holds for x
= PLC. When Benchmark B2 holds, PLC.sub_flp = Best(C), and after at
least one additional round has elapsed, PLC.f _leader = Best(C). Suppose
d(x, PLC) = d > 0, and t ≥ d+1. After t−1 rounds have elapsed,
Parent(x).f_leader = Best(C), by the inductive hypothesis. Within one
more round, x.f_leader = Best(C).
Lemma 6.5 Benchmark B3 holds within Diam + 1 rounds after
Benchmark B2 holds.
Proof: Apply Lemma 6.4. If at least t ≥ 1 rounds have elapsed after for t =
Diam + 1.
Lemma 6.6 Let x be a process in a component C, let d = d(x, Best(C)),
and let t ≥ 0, and suppose that at least t rounds have elapsed after
Benchmark B3 holds. Then
(a) x.f_level ≥ min {t, d}.
(b) If t > d then x.f_level = d.
Proof: If d = 0, then (a) is trivial, and (b) follows from that fact that
F_Level (Best(C)) =0.
We prove the case d > 0 by induction on t. If t = 0, then (a) is trivial, and
(b) is vacuous. Suppose t > 0. Note that NL(x) = N(x), since Benchmark
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B3 holds. By the triangle inequality, d(y, Best(C)) ≥ d−1 for all y ϵ N(x).
Since d > 0, there exists z ϵ N(x) such that d(z, Best(C)) = d − 1.
After t − 1 rounds y.f_level

≥

min t − 1, d − 1 by the inductive

hypothesis for all y ϵ N(x), and thus, F_Level (x) ≥ 1 + min {t − 1, d − 1} =
min {t, d}. After one more round, x.f_level ≥ min {t, d}, and (a) is proved.
We now prove (b). Assume t > d. By (a), x.f_level ≥ d. After t − 1 rounds
have elapsed, by the inductive hypothesis, z.f_level = d − 1, and thus
F_Level(x) ≤ d. Within one more round, we have x.f_level ≤ d, and we are
done.
Lemma 6.7 Benchmark B4 holds within Diam + 1 rounds after
Benchmark B3 holds.
Proof: Apply Lemma 6.6(b) for t = Diam + 1.
Corollary 6.8 Within 4Diam + 4 rounds after the initial configuration,
DLEP is silent, and the network is in a legitimate configuration.
6.4.1 The Unfair Daemon
We now prove that DLEP works under the unfair daemon.
Lemma 6.9 Every computation of DLEP contains only finitely many
instances of a structural action.
Proof: The forgetful function is a morphism from DLEP to DLE. Any
structural action of DLEND maps to a structural action of DLE. By
Lemma 6.5, we are done.
Lemma 6.10 If a computation of DLEP contains no structural action,
then it contains only finitely many instances of Action A3.
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Proof: By contradiction. Suppose a computation of DLEP contains no
structural action and also contains infinitely many instance of Action A3.
Pick a process x which executes Action A3 infinitely many times. If there
is more than one choice, pick x to maximize x.p_level .
Since y.p_level > x.p_level for all y ϵ P_Chldrn(x), there is some
configuration γm in the computation after which no member of
P_Chldrn(x) executes Action A3. Thus, after γm, the value of I_Vector(x)
does not change, and therefore x can execute Action A3 at most once
after γm, contradiction.
Lemma 6.11 If a computation of DLEP contains no instance of Action
A1, A2, or A3, then it contains only finitely many instances of Action A4.
Proof: By contradiction. Pick a process x which executes Action A4
infinitely many times. If there is more than one choice, pick x to
minimize x.p_level.
If x.p_level = 0, then F_Leader(x) = x.i_leader, which does not change.
Otherwise,

since

x.p_parent.p_level

<

x.p_level

,

F_Leader(x)

=

x.parent.f_leader, which does not change. Thus, x can execute Action A4
at most once, contradiction.
Lemma 6.12 If a computation of DLEP contains no instance of Action
A4, then it contains only finitely many instances of Action A5.
Proof: For any process x, x.f_leader does not change, and thus x.f_level
cannot increase. Each time x executes Action A5, the value of x.f_level
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decreases, and it cannot be less than zero. Thus, no process can execute
Action A5 infinitely many times.
Lemma 6.13 If a computation of DLEP contains no instance of Action A4
or A5, then it contains only finitely many instances of Action A6.
Proof:

For each process x, the value of P_Parent(x) does not change;

thus, x can execute Action A6 at most once.
Theorem 6.14 Every computation of DLEP is finite, and ends at a
legitimate state.
Proof: By Lemma 6.9, every computation contains only finitely many
instances of a structural action. By Lemma 6.10, after the last execution
of a structure action, there are only finitely many instances of Action A3.
By Lemma 6.11, after the last execution of Action A3, there are only
finitely many instances of Action A4. By Lemma 6.12, after the last
execution of Action A4, there are only finitely many instances of Action
A5. By Lemma 6.13, after the last execution of Action A5, there is only
finitely many instances of Action A6, and then there are no more actions,
i.e., DLEND is silent.
By Corollary 6.8, the last configuration of the computation is legitimate.
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CHAPTER 7
DYNAMIC LEADER ELECTION NO DITHERING
Post–legitimate Configurations. Suppose that γ is a legitimate
configuration for a distributed algorithm A on a given network G.
Suppose G′ is a new network that is obtained from G by an arbitrary
topological change; i.e., the processes of G′ are the same as those of G,
and no variables of any process have been changed, but the links may be
different. This change defines a configuration γ′ on G′, where each
process has the same values of its variables as at γ. If a process x
contains a variable which is a pointer to a process y which is a neighbor
of x in G, and if y is no longer a neighbor of x in γ′, the pointer does not
change, but it has nothing to point to. In this case, we say that that
pointer is unlawful at γ′. We say that γ′ is post–legitimate configuration.
We now present Algorithm DLEND for the dynamic leadership
election problem. DLEND has the following properties:
1. Self Stabilization and Silence: Starting from an arbitrary
configuration, within O(Diam) rounds, a legitimate configuration is
reached and there are no further actions.
2. Incumbent Priority: Starting from a post–legitimate configuration,
if a component C contains at least one process which was a leader
at the previous legitimate configuration, one of those processes will
be elected leader of that component.
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3. No Dithering: Starting from a post–legitimate configuration, no
process will change its choice of leader more than once. DLEND
shares the first property with Algorithms DLE and DLEP. The
second property is an extension of the priority property of DLEP.
To achieve the incumbent and no dithering properties, we
introduce colors to guide the order of computation.
7.1 Overview of DLEND
DLEND is very much like DLEP, except that, to achieve the no
dithering property, each process is given a color, which is an integer in
the range [0 . . . 5]. The color of a process is related to its current role in
the computation. The purpose of the colors is to ensure that final leader
of a process is not computed too early. In a computation that starts from
a post–legitimate configuration, the processes pass through the following
sequence of colors.
1. In a legitimate configuration, x.color = 0 for each process x.
2. Each color changes to 1 when the preliminary BFS tree is being
constructed.
3. All processes change color to 2 in a convergecast wave when the
preliminary BFS tree is completed.
4. All processes change color to 3 in a broadcast wave after the
preliminary leader has color 2.
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5. All processes change color to 4 in a convergecast wave that
computes the intermediate vector of each process. Each process x
chooses as its intermediate leader a process in the subtree Tx
which was a leader in the previous legitimate configuration, if any.
It is possible for a process to change color to 2, 3, or 4
prematurely, and then go back to color 1. This can occur when
some of the preliminary calculations of the preliminary BFS
tree are incorrect, and need to be redone. However, when a good
root changes its color to 4, the preliminary BFS tree has been
correctly calculated.
6. All processes change color to 5 in a broadcast wave, during which
each process chooses a new value of the final leader. All processes
in a component choose the same final leader, which is the
intermediate leader of the preliminary leader.
Finally, in a flooding wave starting from the final leader, all processes
change their color to 0. They then construct the final BFS tree, and
eventually the configuration is legitimate and silent.
7.2 Definition of DLEND
7.2.1 Variables of DLEND
DLEND uses all the variables of DLEP, plus some additional variables
listed below.
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x.former_leader_in_subtree, Boolean, meaning that Tx contains a
process

which

was

a

final

leader

in

the

last

legitimate

configuration.


x.color ϵ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.

We also redefine one variable.


x.i_vector = (x.former_leader_in_subtree, Priority(x.i_leader),
x.i_leader)

7.2.2 Functions of DLEND
DLEND uses the following functions defined for DLEP in Section 4.


successor(nplp, l, d) = (nplp, l, d + 1), where (nplp, l, d) is a
preliminary vector.



Min_Nbr_P_Vector(x).



Local_Minimum(x).



Good_Root(x).



Good_Child (x).



P_Parent(x).



P_Chldrn(x).



Priority(x).



Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)

One function of DLEP is redefined for DLEND.
(Is_Leader(x), Priority(x), x)


I_Vector(x) = max
max {y.i_vector : y ϵ P_Chldrn(x)}
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DLEND uses a number of additional functions, as well.


Local_I_Vector_Ok(x), Boolean, which is true if x.i_vector =
I_Vector(x).



Local_I_Leader_Ok(x), Boolean, which is true if either x.i_leader =
x, or x.i_leader = y.i_leader for some y ϵ P_Chldrn(x).
Note that Local_I_Vector_Ok(x) => Local_I_Leader_Ok(x), but that
the converse does not hold.



Local_F_Leader_Ok(x), Boolean, which is true if either x is a good
root and x.f_leader = x.i_leader, or x is a good child and x.f_leader =
x.p_parent.f_leader.



Is_Leader(x), Boolean, meaning that x.f_leader = x.

If x is a good child, we say that x is color compatible with its parent if
x.color, x.parent.color ϵ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and x.color = x.parent.color is odd,
x.color is even and |x.parent.color − x.color | ≤ 1, x.color, x.parent.color
ϵ {0, 5}, or x.color, x.parent.color ϵ {0, 1}.
The allowable combinations of colors of a process and its preliminary
parent are illustrated in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1:
Compatible combinations of colors for a true child x and its preliminary
parent. All other combinations are incompatible.
Define the Boolean function Color_Error(x) to be true if either x is a
true root which is color incompatible with some y ϵ P_Chldrn(x), or x is a
true child which is color incompatible with x.p_parent.
Define the Boolean function P_Error(x) to be true if x.color ∉ {0, 1}
and there is some y ϵ N(x) such that y.p_vector > successor(x.p_vector),
i.e., x perceives that y is enabled to execute Action A3. Define the
Boolean function I_Error(x) to be true if either x.color = 4 and
¬Local_I_Vector_Ok(x) or x.color = 5 and ¬Local_I_Leader_Ok(x).
Let Error(x) be the Boolean function which is true if Color_Error(x),
P_Error(x), or I_Error(x).
Let Normal_Start(x) be the Boolean function which is true if x.color = 0
and any one of the following conditions holds.
1. ¬Local_I_Leader_Ok(x).
2. ¬Local_F_Leader_Ok(x).
3. x is a good root and y.color = 1 for some y ϵ P_Chldrn(x).
4. x is a good child and x.p_parent.color = 1.
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Let Can_Start(x) be the Boolean function which is true if any one of the
following conditions holds.
1. x.color ≠ 1 and Error(x).
2. Normal_Start(x).
We define additional Boolean functions for DLEND:


Is_Leader(x), which is true if x.f_leader = x.

Additional non-Boolean functions of DLEND are defined below.



0

if x.f_leader = x

1 + min {y.f_level: y ϵ N(x)}

otherwise

F_Level(x) =
F_Parent(x) = p ϵ N(x) such that p.color = 0 and 1 + f_level(p) =
f_level(x). If there is more than one such neighbor of x, choose the
one with the smallest ID. If there is no such neighbor of x, define
F_ Parent(x) = x.
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7.2.3 Actions of DLEND

Table 3: Program of DLEND
A1

Start

Can_Start(x)

→ x.color ← 1

A2

Declare

Local_Minimum(x)

→ x.nplp ← x.nplp − 1

priority 2

P–Leader

priority 1

¬Good_Root(x)

x.p_leader ← x.id
x.p_level ← 0
x.color ← 1
x.p_parent ← x

A3

P–Attach

priority 3

¬Local_Minimum(x)

→ p_vector(x) ←

¬Good Child(x)

successor(
Min_Nbr_Vector(x))
x.color ← 1
x.p_parent ←
P_Parent(x)

A4

Wave 2

x.color = 1

→ x.color ← 2

∀y ϵ N(x):y.color ϵ {1, 2}

priority 4

∀y ϵ P_Chldrn(x):y.color=2
Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)
¬Error(x)
A5
priority 5

Wave 3

x.color = 2

→ x.f_leader ←

Good_ Root(x) V
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F_Leader(x)

(x.p_parent.color = 3)

x.color ← 3

∀y ϵ N(x): y.color ϵ {2, 3}
Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)
¬Error(x)
A6

Convergecast x.color = 3

priority 6

Intermediate ∀y ϵ N(x):y.color ϵ {3, 4}

I_Vector(x)

Leader

x.color ← 4

Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)

→ x.i_vector ←

¬Error(x)
A7

Broadcast

x.color = 4

→ x.f_leader ←

Priority 7

Final

Good_Root(x) V

F_Leader(x)

Leader

(x.p_parent.color = 5)

x.color ← 5

∀y ϵ N(x):y.color ϵ {4, 5}
Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)
¬Error(x)
A8

Become

priority 8 Final
Leader

x.color = 5

→ x.f_level ← 0

∀y ϵ N(x):y.color = 5

x.f_parent ← x

x.f_leader = x

x.color ← 0

Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)
A9
priority 8

F–Attach

x.color = 5

→ x.f_level ← 0

∀y ϵ N(x):y.color ϵ {5, 0}

x.f_parent ←

∃y ϵ N(x):y.color = 0

F_Parent(x)

Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)

x.color ← 0

¬Error(x)
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A10

F–Level

Priority 8

x.color = 0

→ x.f_level ← F_Level(x)

∀y ϵ N(x):y.color = 0

x.f_parent ←

x.f_level ≠ F_Level(x)

F_Parent(x)

Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)
¬Error(x)
A11

F–Parent

x.color = 0

→ x.f_parent ←

F_Parent(x)
priority 9

∀y ϵ N(x):y.color = 0
x.f_parent ≠ F_Parent(x)
Local_P_Tree_Ok(x)
¬Error(x)

Table 3

7.2.4 Explanation of Actions
Action A1 changes the color of process to 1, indicating that
computation of the preliminary BFS tree is to start, or restart. A process
x is enabled to execute A1 when it decides, based on the values of its
neighbors, that it must start the computation of the preliminary BFS
tree, or that there has been a fault that cannot be corrected without
restarting that computation. Color 1 is “contagious,” i.e., if x.color = 0
and a neighbor process has color 1, x can execute A1.
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Action A2 corresponds to Action A1 of DLE, while Action A3
corresponds to Action A2 of DLE. Together, these two actions cause the
preliminary leader, lC of each component C to be chosen, and the
preliminary BFS tree to be constructed. While a process is executing
those actions, its color remains 1.
Actions A4 and A5 have no analog in Algorithms DLE and DLEP.
All processes execute A4 from the bottom of the preliminary BFS tree,
changing their colors to 2, and then top-down in the same tree, changing
their colors to 3. No other variables are changed, so these actions do not
contribute to computation of the preliminary, intermediate, or final
leaders. This apparently pointless “waste” of 2Diam rounds is needed to
ensure the no dithering property of DLEND, as we explain in our
discussion of Figure 7.3.
Action A6 is the action of the convergecast wave that chooses the
intermediate vector for each process after the preliminary BFS tree has
been constructed. As each process executes A6, its color changes to 4.
It is possible for some processes to execute A6 prematurely
because they believe, based on local information, that the preliminary
BFS tree is finished; in these cases, these processes will recompute their
intermediate vectors later. However, the no dithering property is
guaranteed by the fact that, if the computation started from a post–
legitimate state, no good root will ever execute Action A6 unless it is the
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actual preliminary leader and the preliminary BFS tree has been
correctly constructed.
The final leader of the component C, namely, FLC, will be the
intermediate leader of lC. Action A7 is the action of the broadcast wave,
starting at lC, that informs every process of the choice of final leader.
Each process changes its color to 5 when it executes A7.
When FLC executes A7, it then executes Action A8, changing its
color to 0, starting construction of the final BFS tree. All processes
change their color to 0 in a flooding wave starting from FLC, as they
execute Action A9.
Actions A10 and A11 complete the construction of the final BFS tree,
assigning to each process its final level and final parent.
7.3 Example Computations
In Figure 7.2, we show some steps of a computation of DLEND
starting from a configuration where the preliminary BFS tree has been
correctly constructed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7.2:
We show some steps of DLEND for a component of a network, where we
take Priority(x) = δx, the degree of x. (a) shows a network after the
preliminary BFS tree has been constructed, and all colors are 2.
Is_Leader holds for D, W, and V. The preliminary leader is F, and the
preliminary parent pointers are shown as arrows. Each process x is
labeled with its leadership triple (Is_Leader(x), Priority(x), x). The
maximum (using lexical ordering) leadership triple is that of W, which
will thus eventually be chosen to be the final leader. Other variables are
not shown. (b) shows the values of x.i_vector for each x, and the arrows
still show preliminary parent pointers, at a configuration where all
processes have color 4. For each process x, the intermediate vector
x.i_vector is shown. The value of x.i_vector is the maximum leadership
triple in Tx. Other variables are not shown. (c) shows the final values of
x.f_leader and x.f_level for each x, at a step when the configuration is
legitimate. All processes have color 0. The pointers of the final BFS tree,
rooted at the final leader W, are indicated by arrows. Other variables are
not shown.
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In Figure 7.3, we illustrate the role that the “extra” colors, 2 and 3,
play in preventing premature execution of Action A7, and thus ensuring
the no dithering property. We show a “worst case” scenario, where a tree
has been constructed which is not the correct preliminary BFS tree, but
no process in that tree can detect that. The chain of three processes on
the right side of each figure is not part of the tree, but that fact cannot be
detected by its neighboring process in the tree.
The situation will be resolved if the daemon selects the upper right
process in the figure, but if the unfair daemon never selects that process,
ultimately the convergecast Action A6 wave, where all colors change to 4,
becomes unable to proceed. The tree becomes deadlocked, and
eventually the daemon is forced to select the upper right process.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 7.3:
Example computation starting from a post–legitimate state, showing
how colors prevent processes from executing Action A7 more than once.
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7.4 Proofs of DLEND
Throughout this subsection, let

0

→ γ1 → … γt

– 1

→ γt → … be a

computation of DLEND.
Lemma 7.1

contains only finitely many structural actions.

Proof: The forgetful function is a morphism from DLEND to DLE. Any
structural action of DLEND maps to a structural action of DLE. By
Lemma 5.5, we are done.
Let S be the set of processes which execute infinitely many color actions
during .
Lemma 7.2

contains only finitely many configurations where

x.color = 4 and ¬Local_I_Vector_Ok(x) for some x ϵ S.
Proof: By Lemma 7.1, we can assume, without loss of generality, that
contains no structural action. Pick x ϵ S. If there are only finitely many
configurations of

where x.color = 4, we are done. Otherwise, since

x ϵ S, x must execute Action A6 infinitely many times during . Thus,
x.color = 4 during each of infinitely many intervals.
Let γs · · · → · · · → γt be one of those intervals, where s > 0. By definition
of A6, Local_I_Vector_Ok(x) holds at γs.
The only action that can change the value of i_vector are A6. Thus,
I_Vector(x) remains unchanged during the interval. If y ϵ P_Chldrn(x),
then y cannot execute either A6 or A7 during the interval, and thus
I_Vector(y) remain unchanged during the interval. It follows that
Local_I_Vector_Ok(x) holds throughout the interval.
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Lemma 7.3

contains only finitely many configurations where

x.color =5 and ¬Local_I_Leader_Ok(x) for some x ϵ S.
Proof: By Lemma 7.1, we can assume, without loss of generality, that
contains no structural action. By Lemma 7.2, we can assume, without
loss of generality, that

contains no configurations where x.color = 4

and ¬Local_I_Vector_Ok(x) for some x ϵ S.
Suppose x ϵ S and x executes Action A7 infinitely often in . By definition
of that action, Local_I_Leader_Ok(x) holds immediately x executes A7 and
will remain true until some y ϵ P_Chldrn(x) executes Action A6. However,
as long as x.color = 5, y cannot execute A6, and thus
Local_I_Leader _Ok(x) will remain true.
Lemma 7.4

contains only finitely many configurations where

x.color = 5 and ¬Local_F_Leader_Ok(x) for some x ϵ S.
Proof: By Lemma 7.1, we can assume, without loss of generality, that
contains no structural action. Pick x ϵ S. If there are only finitely many
configurations of

where x.color = 5, we are done. Otherwise, since

x ϵ S, x must execute Action A8 infinitely many times during . Thus,
x.color = 5 during each of infinitely many intervals.
Let γs · · · → · · · → γt be one of those intervals, where s > 0. By definition
of A7, Local_F_Leader_Ok(x) holds at γs. Either x is a good root, or
x.parent.color = 5 at γs-1.
The only action that can change the value of f_leader is A7. Thus,
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x.p_leader does not change during the interval. x.p_parent cannot
execute A7 during the interval, and thus Local_F_Leader_Ok(y) remain
true during the interval.
Lemma 7.5 If x ∉ S and y ϵ Tx ∩ S, then eventually y.color ϵ {1, 2}.
Proof: By induction on y.p_level.
Lemma 7.6 If x ∉ S and x ϵ Ty ∩ S, then eventually y.color ϵ {1, 2}.
Proof: By backwards induction on y.p_level .
Lemma 7.7 If x ∉ S, then Tx ∩ S = Ø.
Lemma 7.8 If x ∉ S and x ϵ Ty, then y ∉ S.
Proof: Use the other lemmas.
Lemma 7.9 Any computation of DLEND is finite.
Lemma 7.10 If no action of DLEND is enabled, then the configuration is
legitimate.
Lemma 7.11 Let γ0 be a post–legitimate configuration, and let L be the
set of all processes for which x.f_leader = x at γ0.
(a): For any component C, Any computation of DLEND that begins at γ0
elects some member of C ∩ L to be the leader of C, provided C ∩ L ≠ Ø.
(b): For any process x, during any computation of DLEND which begins
at γ0, the value of x.f_leader changes at most once.
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CHAPTER 8
SKETCHES OF PROOFS
DLE. The proof of correctness of DLE is fairly simple.
After one round of a computation

of DLE has elapsed, every

process is either a true child or a true root, and, in each component C,
the leadership pair of some true root lC is the minimum leadership pair
in that component. Within Diam additional rounds, a BFS tree is
constructed in C rooted at lC. Thus, DLE converges within O(Diam)
rounds, and is silent upon reaching a legitimate configuration.
A distributed algorithm might be proved to converge in a finite
number of rounds, but still possibly never converge under the unfair
daemon, since that daemon might never select a specific enabled
process. We prove that DLE works under the unfair daemon by proving
that every computation of DLE is finite.
For each process x, the value of x.vector cannot decrease, and in
fact, at every step of the computation, x.vector increases for some
process x. Furthermore, from the initial configuration, we can compute
an upper bound on the number of possible future values of x.vector.
Thus, x can execute only finitely many times during the computation,
and the computation thus cannot be infinite.
DLEP. The proof of DLEP uses the convergence stair method. We define a
nested sequence of benchmarks, each of which is a closed predicate, and
the last one of which is legitimacy.
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There is a morphism from DLEP to DLE, meaning that every
configuration of DLEP maps to a configuration of DLE, and that this
mapping is consistent with the actions of the algorithms. From the fact
that DLE is correct and silent under the unfair daemon, we can thus
conclude that

every computation of DLEP eventually reaches a

configuration where first benchmark holds. i.e., the preliminary BFS tree
is complete.
We define the next benchmark to mean that all values of i vector
are correct, the next benchmark to mean that all values of f_leader are
correct, and the fourth and last benchmark to mean that the
configuration is legitimate.
We can show that it takes O(Diam) rounds to achieve the first
benchmark, and O(Diam) additional rounds to achieve each subsequent
benchmark. Thus, DLEP converges in O(Diam) rounds.
To prove that DLEP works under the unfair daemon, we prove that
every computation of DLEP is finite. Given a computation

of DLEP, we

have, from the properties of DLE and the morphism of DLEP to DLE, that
contains only finitely many instances of Actions A1 and A2. We then
prove that, after the last instance of one of those actions,

contains only

finitely many instances of Action A3. We then prove that, after the last
instance Action A3, there are only finitely many instances of Action A4.
Proceeding in this fashion, we eventually prove that

has only finitely

many actions, and thus ends at a configuration where no process is
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enabled. We then prove that if no process is enabled, the configuration is
legitimate.
DLEND. DLEND elects both a preliminary leader and a final leader in
each component, but uses colors to control the order of actions, in order
to enforce the incumbent and no dithering properties.
Consider

an

action

which

begins

at

post–legitimate

configuration, which implies that every process has color 0. If the
configuration of a component C differs only slightly from legitimate, it
could happen that DLEND converges without changing the color of any
process, and where every process has the same final leader as initially.
Otherwise, we can prove that no process has color 5 until after the
preliminary BFS tree is constructed. After that, each process changes its
color to 5 exactly once, at which time, and no other, it can change its
choice of final leader. All processes in C will choose the same final leader.
Each process of C will then, just once, change its color to 0, after which
the final BFS tree is constructed rooted at the elected final leader.
We also need to prove that, starting at any configuration, DLEND
is eventually silent. Suppose
we proved for DLE,

is a computation of DLEND. By the result

can contain only finitely many instances of a

structural action. We then prove that Error(x) can be true for some
process x only finitely many times, after which there can be only finitely
many instances of a color action. After that, all colors are 0, and the only
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actions that can be enabled are A10 and A11. After finitely many steps,
there are no more actions, and the configuration is legitimate.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We present three silent self-stabilizing asynchronous distributed
algorithms for the leader election problem in a dynamic network with
unique IDs, using the composite model of computation. A leader is
elected for each connected component of the network. A BFS tree is also
constructed in each component, rooted at the leader. This election takes
O(Diam) rounds, where Diam is the maximum diameter of any
component. All three algorithms work under the unfair daemon.
The three algorithms differ in their leadership stability. The first
algorithm, which is the fastest in the worst case, chooses an arbitrary
process as the leader. The second algorithm chooses the process of
highest priority in each component, where priority can be defined in a
variety of ways. The third algorithm has the strictest leadership stability.
If the configuration is legitimate, and then any number of topological
faults occur at the same time but no variables are corrupted, the third
algorithm will converge to a new legitimate state in such a manner that
no process changes its choice of leader more than once, and each
component will elect a process which was a leader before the fault,
provided there is at least one in that component.
This work can be extended in various ways. It would be useful to
relax the conditions for "no dithering" further, meaning, one can explore
if it is possible to maintain this property even in worse scenarios.
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Another area to investigate could be the application of the proposed
dynamic leader election algorithms in the K-Clustering algorithms [8] or
Group Membership problem. Can we use the proposed solutions to
make those protocols more suitable in dynamic environment?
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